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ABSTRACT

frame and pieces adjacent thereto are slidingly interengaged.
whereby the said pieces may be interslid in the plane of said
platform on which they are disposed in an e?'ort to solve the

puzzle. while maintaining integrity of the entire puzzle and
precluding removal of the pieces from the plane. The frame
and base piece are interlocked by structures which are
manually actuatable by the user of the puzzle to enable

separation and subsequent reassembly of the base piece and
frame; whereby the user upon concluding that the move
ments of the ?attened pieces to a then arrived at con?gura

tion will not enable solution of the puzzle. may disengage
the base and frame. restore the ?attened pieces to their

starting con?guration. and then reassemble the frame and
base piece. thereby enabling restarting of his or her efforts to
solve the puzzle.
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PUZZLE CONSTRUCTION

jecting tabs. such a construction does not lend itself to the
puzzle of British 381.813 for a reason that arises from the

FIELD OF THE INVENTION
nature of the latter type of puzzle. Speci?cally in such a type
of device it is necessary in order to solve the puzzle to
This invention relates generally to amusement devices.
and more speci?cally relates to a puzzle construction. the 5 proceed through a very large number of sequentially correct
steps. Experience shows that the solution is so dii?cult that
elements of which are manipulable by the user who endeav
most
individuals will not succeed in their early attempts.
ors to solve the puzzle.

whereby sooner or later the user gives up. and desires to start
over. Therein lies the di?culty. In order to restore the

DESCRIPTION OF THE PRIOR ART
Puzzles of various types have served as a source of
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amusement (and education)for mankind for at least as long
as the existence of historical records. One type of puzzle

which dates back to antiquity. is based upon the manipula
tion of a plurality of interacting pieces in order to attain a
previously identi?ed result or con?guration. In one well

original or starting con?guration where intermeshed or
interlocked blocks are present. one has to reverse the com
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plex and lengthy series of steps which gave rise to the
impasse. But this is extremely di?icult to achieve. In short
the interlocked or intermeshed type of puzzle does not
normally lend itself to being simply reset to its starting

con?guration.

known type of such puzzle the user seeks to arrange or

rearrange displaceable pieces to achieve a desired con?gu
ration. Common jig saw puzzles are based on this principle;

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

Now in accordance with the present invention a puzzle
i.e. in such instance the user seeks to intermesh a large
20
construction is provided which while having all of the
number of pieces to yield a pattern such as a picture or

design.
The present invention relates to a subclass of these types

of puzzles. wherein indicia bearing pieces such as blocks.
are moved about within a bounding frame. with the objective
of transforming an initial arrangement of the blocks to a

25

appealing and diverting aspects of the device known in the
prior art as discussed above. incorporates feature that enable
such puzzle to be readily carried and operated by a user
during travel or the like; and which unlike prior art devices
is so constructed that it may be accurately and simply reset

desired ?nal con?guration by sliding the blocks in the plane

if the user wishes to do so.

bounded by the frame. The blocks are slidable upon and
cover the surface Within the frame. except for a void space

Pursuant to the present invention therefore an improve
ment is provided which is applicable to a puzzle of the type
including a rectangular base piece. a raised rectangilar

into which one or more of the blocks can be moved or 30

parked. As the pieces are moved the void e?'ectively

frame surrounding the sides of said base piece and de?ning

migrates within the frame. enabling new pieces adjacent the

therewith a recessed platform; and a plurality of rectangllar
?attened pieces which are positionable on said platform
within said frame. and of dimensions and number when so
positioned in mutual lateral contact as to provide a single

void to be moved into same. This process can be continued

inde?nitely until the desired con?guration of the pieces—i.e.
that necessary to solve the puzzle—is achieved.
The speci?c puzzle of the above type to which the
invention is applicable. is illustrated in British patent No.
381.813. In this puzzle nine rectangular blocks are provided
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which are slideable on the ?at plane or platform de?ned

within the surrounding rectangular frame. Two of the blocks

change the respective initial positions of designated of the
?attened pieces by successive sliding movements of pieces

are squares having an area l/zoth that of the platform surface.
six of the blocks are rectangles having an area l/ioth that of
the platform. and one block is a square having an area 1/sth
that of the platform. The void space is a rectangle having an

area 1/1oth that of the platform. The objective of the puzzle
is to interchange a speci?ed initial position of the large
square (Vsth)block with the positions of two of the l/1oth

into and out of the said void space.
In accordance with the present invention. the ?attened
45

While the device shown in British 381.813 is an attractive
and fascinating puzzle. its construction is such as to render
it comparatively impractical and di?icult to use. The blocks

in such construction are simply emplaced upon the platform
which is surrounded by the frame. The blocks are not
55

ment suifers from the same problems as exist with a chess

plane of the platform on which they are disposed in an effort
to solve said puzzle. while maintaining integrity of the entire
puzzle and precluding removal or dislodgement of the pieces
from the said plane. The frame and base piece are inter
locked by means which are manually actuatable by the user
of the puzzle to enable separation and subsequent reassem
bly of the base piece and frame; whereby the user upon
concluding that the movements of the ?attened pieces to a
then arrived at con?guration will not enable solution of the
puzzle. may disengage the base and frame. restore the

?attened pieces to their starting con?guration. and then
reassemble the frame and base piece. thereby enabling

or other game board having unconstrained pieces. While
such an arrangement is quite suitable for use on a sturdy

restarting of his or her efforts to solve the puzzle.
Preferably each of the ?attened pieces has recessed tracks

table. it is quite impractical for carrying about. for operating
while traveling in a plane. automobile or the like- which
locales are precisely the sort of places where the amusement

value of such a puzzle would be most appreciated.
While it may be noted that other types of puzzles are well
known which consist of blocks having alphanumeric indicia
thereupon. which blocks are positioned within a frame and
intermeshed with the frame and with one another by pro

pieces are slidingly interengaged with adjacent such pieces.
and the frame and pieces adjacent thereto are slidingly
interengaged. whereby the said pieces may be interslid in the

rectangular blocks.

constrained against being lifted from or inadvertently dis
lodged from the plane of the platform. Particularly in that a
puzzle of this type is often used during travel. the arrange

rectangular void space among the pieces. In this type of
puzzle. the said ?attened pieces am slidable on the plane of
the platform subject to lateral restraint by one another. the
object of the puzzle being to proceed from a designated
starting con?guration of the ?attened pieces. and inter

on two adjoining lateral edges and a projecting ?n-like tab

extending along the remaining two lateral edges. The frame
65

de?nes with the base piece a further recessed track extend
ing about two sides of the platform a fin-like rail extends
from each of two lateral members at the remaining two sides
of the ?'ame. The tabs of the ?attened pieces are engaged in
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the frame track where they border same; and the rails
provided at the remaining sides of the frame are engaged in

Optionally further shape patterns such as shown in dotted

the recessed tracks of the ?attened pieces where such pieces
border the side of the frame provided with the rails.
The puzzle preferably further includes user readable indi
cia de?ning the initial arrangement of the pieces of the
puzzle. to enable the user to con?gure the pieces to the

piece 14. which patterns show the shape of the speci?c
?attened piece 20 which is to be overplaced upon platform

lines at 24 and 26 can also be formed upon the interior of

22 when the puzzle is assembled or reset by the user. Pieces
20 are nine in number. and have fractional areas with respect
to platform 22 as discussed for the prior art device of British

starting con?guration for the puzzle. Each of the blocks may
thus be provided with user readable indicia; and the platform
may be is provided with user readable indicia and optionally

IO

shape patterns matching the indicia and shapes of the
?attened pieces. The indicia and optional patterns on the
platform de?ne the initial arrangement of the pieces of the
puzzle to enable the user to con?gure the pieces to the

starting con?grration for the puzzle.

15

ders 36 and 38 of base piece 14. The rails 40 on members 32

The puzzle may have nine of the rectangular ?attened

and 34 thus extend along two adjacent inwardly facing sides

pieces. two of which are squares each having an area Vzoth

of frame 12 are received in the tracks 30 of pieces 20 which
are adjacent members 32 and 34. This relationship can be
best seen in the exploded view of FIG. 4. In turn each of the

that of the platform. six of which are rectangles having an
area Vioth that of the platform. and one of which is a square
having an area Vsth that of the platform; and the void space
can be a rectangle having an area 1Aoth that of the platform.

pieces 20 is slidingly interengaged with its neighbor or with
the adjacent portion of frame 12. Correspondingly recessed
tracks are formed under edges 35 and 37 of frame 12. which

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

A fuller understanding of the present invention may now

tracks receive the tabs 39 of adjacent pieces 20.
25

about the frame. Frame 12 and the other components of
puzzle 10 are molded of a tough but somewhat ?exible
plastic such as polypropylene or the like. Accordingly when

the assembly of FIG. 3 is brought together. the base piece 14
may be pressed against the frame until it snaps in place
lodged atop the projections 42. A most important aspect of
the invention. however. is that the resulting assembly can be
readily disassembled by a user of the puzzle. By slightly

FIG. 2 is a rear plan view of the frame portion of the

puzzle of FIG. 1.
FIG. 3 is an exploded view of the frame. base piece and
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members of the frame.
FIG. 4 is an exploded assembly view of the lateral

members. showing how several ?attened pieces are engage
able therewith.
FIG. 5 is a bottom plan view of the base piece of FIG. 3.
FIG. 6 is a cross-sectional view of the base piece of FIG.
5. taken along the line 6-6’ therein.
FIG. 7 is a cross-sectional view of the frame of FIG. 2.
taken along the line 7-7‘ therein.
FIG. 8 is a top plan view of a representative slideable

twisting the lateral edges of the frame 14. base piece 12 can
be dropped otf projections 42 to enable such disassembly. In
use the objective of the puzzle 10 is to interchange the
position of piece “1” (quotations are used here to identify
indicia-as opposed to reference numerals) with that of the
pieces “4” and “5". That is one seeks by sliding the nine
pieces 20 among themselves (utilizing the void 44). to end
up with piece “1”. Le. the largest such piece (having an area
of 1/sth that of the platform 22). repositioned at the space
initially occupied by pieces “4” and "5”. The pieces “4” and
“5”. each of which have an area Vioth that of platform 22. are

in turn to be moved to the space initially occupied by piece
“1”. (It is acceptable for pieces “4” and “5” to be in either

?attened piece used in the puzzle.
FIG. 9 is a left end view of the piece shown in FIG. 8; and
FIG. 10 is a right end view of the piece shown in FIG. 8.

As may be seen in FIG. 7 internal projections 42 extend

inwardly from frame 12. Six such projections are provided

be gained from a reading of the following description. and
by simultaneous review of the appended drawings. The
drawings should not be construed as limiting the present
invention. but are intended to be exemplary only.
FIG. 1 is a top plan view of a puzzle construction in
accordance with the present invention.

?attened pieces forming part of the present construction. and
showing the ?attened pieces engaged with the lateral rail

Patent 381.8 13.
As seen in FIGS. 8.9. and 10. each of the ?attened pieces
such as that representatively shown at 28. is provided with
a groove or track 30 extending along two lateral edges (e. g.
the right and lower edges as shown). and with fin-like tabs
39 which extend along the remaining two edges (e.g. the left
and upper edges as shown). When the assembly of FIG. 3 is
brought together. lateral members 32 and 34 sit atop shoul
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of the two possible arrangements in their new space.) In the
event. which in practice is all too likely. that the user ?nds
after a series of movements of the pieces 20 that he or she

is stymied. rather than being required to attempt reversing
the said steps to achieve the starting con?guration. the

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE
PREFERRED ENIBODIMENT

puzzle can simple be dissembled in the manner discussed.
and by use of the indicia provided at the platform 22. the

Referring to FIG. 1. there is shown a top plan view of a SS puzzle can be reset and then reassembled for reinitiation of

puzzle 10 in accordance with the present invention. This
Figure can be considered simultaneously with several of the

the puzzle solving steps.

remaining Figures. particularly the exploded partial assem

of specific embodiments thereof. it will be appreciated in

bly view of FIG. 3. Puzzle 10 includes a frame 12 in which
a back piece 14 is receivable. The rear side of back piece 14

view of the foregoing disclosure. that numerous variations

While the present invention has been described in terms

upon the invention are now enabled to those skilled in the

art. which variations yet reside within the scope of the

is provided with a plurality of feet l6—seen in FIGS. 5 and
6—which assist in stabilizing the puzzle when placed on a
table or the like. The inside surface of base piece 14 is
provided with indicia 18 which take the form of numerals
which correspond to the numerals present on the plurality of

?attened pieces 20 which are positioned upon the platform
22 de?ned when piece 14 is received within the frame l2.

present teaching. Accordingly. the invention is to be broadly
construed. and limited only by the scope and spirit of the
claims now appended hereto.
65

What is claimed is:

1. In a puzzle of the type including a rectangular base

piece. a raised rectangular frame surrounding the sides of

5,725,213
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to enable separation and subsequent reassembly of the
base piece and frame; whereby the user upon conclud

said base piece and de?ning therewith a recessed platform;
and a plurality of rectangular ?attened pieces which are
positionable on said platform within said frame. and of
dimensions and number when so positioned in mutual lateral

ing that the movements of the ?attened pieces to a then
arrived at con?guration will not enable solution of the
puzzle. may disengage the base and frame. restore the

contact as to provide a single rectangular void space among
the pieces; the said ?attened pieces being slidable on the
plane of said platform subject to lateral restraint by one

?attened pieces to their starting con?guration. and then
reassemble the frame and base piece. thereby enabling

another; and the object of the puzzle being to proceed from
a designated starting con?guration of the ?attened pieces.

restarting of his or her elforts to solve the puzzle;
said puzzle further including user readable indicia de?n

and interchange the respective
positions of designated
of the ?attened pieces by successive sliding movements of

ing the initial arrangement of the pieces of said puzzle.
to enable the user to con?gure the pieces to the starting

pieces into and out of the said void space; the improvement

con?guration for said puzzle; each of said ?attened
pieces being provided with said user readable indicia;
and the said platform being provided with user readable

comprising:
said ?attened pieces being slidingly interengaged with
adjacent such pieces. and said frame and pieces adja
cent thereto being slidingly interengaged. whereby the

indicia matching the indicia of said ?attened pieces; the
indicia on said platform de?ning the initial arrangement
of the pieces of said puzzle to enable the user to

said pieces may be interslid in the plane of said
platform on which they are disposed in an effort to

con?gure the pieces to said starting con?guration.

solve said puzzle. while maintaining integrity of the
entire puzzle and precluding removal of the pieces from
the said plane;
each of said ?attened pieces having recessed tracks on
two adjoining lateral edges and a projecting ?ll-like tab

extending along the remaining two lateral edges; the
frame de?ning with said base piece a fln'ther recessed
track extending along two sides of said platform; the

tabs of adjacent ?attened pieces being engaged in the
said tracks; and the frame de?ning with said based
piece a rail extending along the remaining two sides of
said platform for being received in the adjacent tracks
of said ?attened pieces;
said frame and base piece being interlocked by means
which are manually actuatable by the user of the puzzle

2. A puzzle in accordance with claim 1. wherein the

platform is provided with user readable shape patterns
matching the shapes of the ?attened pieces. to enable the
user to con?gure the pieces to the starting con?guration for

said puzzle.
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3. A puzzle in accordance with claim 1. having nine of
said rectangular ?attened pieces. two of which are squares
each having an area l/zoth that of said platform. six of which
are rectangles having an area 1/1oth that of said platform. and
one of which is a square having an area 1/sth that of said

platform; and said void space being a rectangle having an
area lAeth that of said platform
*
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